
TVX588a
TVX588d

Connected to the TeamVOX main video platform through a
dedicated link to a private cloud, the TVX-EWS workstations
provide the safe keeping and management of video evidence
provided by TVXBC1 body cams in the field.

The Windows 10 OS workstations run the TeamVOX Evidence
Management Suite application allowing the simultaneous
connection of up to 30 TVX-BC1 cameras and their instant
management on the platform’s interface. Equipt with a 21.5 ”Touch
screen, industrial quality keyboard and mouse and a 3.6 Ghz
speed Quad Core i3 processor and RAM memory of up to 8GB
and 8TB of internal storage it provides an optimal performance
digital evidence analysis.
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This device has been optimized to run the following application: 
TeamVOX PTT

Windows 10
4 cores i3 Processor (3.6 Ghz)
8GB RAM upgradeable
21.5” Capacitive touch
8TB
High Capacity Network Storage Unit NAS16TB
Available in a RAID5 Array

Regulated UPS 1500VA/ 127 VAC/ 60 Hz
Industrial Type
Industrial Type

Power cables and interconnection cables
for TVXBC1
Ports for connecting the body-cam with
the PC terminal (IDS)

2 years manufacturing defects warranty
Restrictions Apply

OS
Processor
Memory
Display
Internal storage
NAS Storage

Power backup
Keyboard
Mouse

INCLUDES: 

WARRANTY: 
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Authorized Distributor:

Technical Specifications

DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS

The platform requires licensing per device to be managed and for the number of workstations that will connect it. Within
the reports, it is possible to show photos, videos and audio recordings uploaded by the users.

It is possible to verify the photographs and recordings record list.

Being a multi-user system, it allows the operator to manage any device on the network, local or remote, through the
permissions granted for this purpose.

The operator can clearly observe the progress of the collection of Evidence, through the graphical status monitoring
interface and attach all the evidence of the incident in process.

Friendly interface for the administrator or TeamVOX user has the ability to manage (review, download, delete, etc.) all the
files generated by the cameras in a single administration point, which allows you to review by user, date, event, video clips.
The terminal station allows the update and scalability necessary for the growth of the system and thus satisfy the
operational needs for the security team where it will be implemented.

The digital evidence display system is password protected for the administration, check and reproduction of the files, in all
the formats in which they were generated (AAC, MP3, MP4, JPG, TXT, etc.)

The TeamVOX Evidence Management Suite operator has the ability to manage all the files generated by the cameras in a
single administration point, which allows you to review the video clips by user, date, or event.You can also have the
administrative permissions to manage the files and delete those that you do not consider relevant to document an event,
generate reports and share them safely with the users you want.Password-protected digital evidence display system for
the administration, review and reproduction of files.


